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The Michigan Future Problem Solving Scenario Writing Competition                                                 

showcases the best futuristic writers of our state.  

 

We are proud to showcase their work in this book.  

 

Students write their 1,500 word (or less) essay on one of the year’s FPS topics.  

Each Scenario is submitted, randomly assigned to groups and evaluated in 2 

rounds of evaluation, with experts leaving great comments and giving feedback on 

the evaluation sheet.  Within each division, all scenarios that receive a 1st or 2nd 

place in rounds one or two, move on to round three.   Round three looks at the 

best of the best and ranks them according to the evaluation sheet. This ranking 

provides our final results.  The first 3 Scenarios go to State Bowl to receive their 

trophies.  1st place is then headed to the International Conference to compete 

with their peers from all over the world.  Scenarios from 4th place on in round 

three are considered semi-finalists. 

In the last three years we have been able to add a new feature to this program.  

Through a grant from the Ford Fund, we have been able to offer the Ford Blue 

Oval Scholarship to send our top three Scenarios from each division on to a      

special extra round of evaluation at the International level.  This puts our top  

writers up against those throughout the world!  If one of our scenarios ranks           

within the top 5 in the world they then receive a lottery invite to attend the                          

International Conference! 

 

We are so proud of all our writers.   

 

The Michigan Future Problem Solving Program                                                              

hopes that all students consider this interesting competition in the future. 
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First Place Senior Division 

Matthew Lau 

International Academy East 

Coach: Rahi Patel 

 

 

Creatures of Consequence 
 
 

 
“Good morning,” Jaime called to her as he passed her by, still fastening the strings of his medical smock     
together. Myrna returned the greeting, getting out of her blouse and shrugging on her own cream-colored 
tunic. Glancing at her watch, she hastily folded her non-work clothes and placed them in her locker, closing 
the door and locking it with a quick swipe of her ID card, hoping that she wouldn’t be late.  
 
Stepping out of the locker room and into the corridor, she caught up to Jaime fairly quickly. The blonde-
haired medic was chatting with another doctor, Rana, but both turned to regard her as she came to a stop. 
 
“Get ready for a long day,” Rana said, looking down at the tablet she was clutching. Fishing a sleek gray stylus 
from the pocket of her smock, she entered a command that called up a broad holographic map of the pens at 
Suttmer Ranch. Certain sections were constructed in blue and marked off from the rest of the white light-
generated projection. Turning the map onto its side with a slight downward swish of her stylus so that both 
Jaime and Myrna could see the layout clearly, Rana motioned at the blue areas. “Vaccinations and checkups 
for all units from A001 to L100 are due by this week. Our group will be in charge of A to C.” 
 
Myrna nodded. “Sure. Will the geneticists be working with us as well?” 
 
Rana checked her tablet again. “Hm. Most of them are still at the Houston division, but Sara, Hugh, Ulysses, 
and Brigette are coming just to sample this facility and look over the animals. I heard there’s work being done 
on an even broader vaccine that’s due for testing sometime in the beginning of the next year. It’s been going 
on for a while now. Must be why Ulysses and Brigette are going to be here; they probably need tests from 
our cows.” 
 
As she went down the stairs to the cattle pens to start the day’s work, brushing the strands of her wheat-
colored hair into a loose bun, Myrna thought about when she’d first started her job at Suttmer here in          
Orlando, Florida, some five months ago. How novel all this had seemed to her in the beginning - Suttmer 
Ranch, home to some of the largest cattle-ranching operations in the United States, so packed with rowdy 
life. To be employed at its Orlando division, one of its biggest sites, as a doctor was a huge responsibility.            
Initially, she’d been timid, cautious in with her decisions, shyly deferring praise and keeping to her own           
devices. Now, months later, she felt that she had settled into the role more comfortably, brushing off the last 
bits of that rookie stress. Although she still had her anxieties, she felt surprisingly level-headed as she                 
entered the cattle hold and observed the cows lined up before her, all awaiting vaccinations. 
 
 
 
 Continued... 
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She’d just been a fresh-faced teen in high school when the government had passed laws calling for serious 
ethical reforms in the animal farming industry in response to years upon years of impassioned lobbying by 
animal activists, more numerous outbreaks of E. coli and other diseases amongst animal products from filthy 
handling and containment, and a steadily rising public desire for ethically farmed meat. Under the new 
Dawes-Baker Act passed in 2049, more stringent standards regarding the treatment and raising of cattle, 
sheep, chickens, and other commercially farmed animals were to be enacted in all farms across the country. 
This meant larger roaming areas, access to grasses and grains instead of GMO-laden corn meant to fatten 
them quickly, increased sanitation to prevent diseases from spreading; factory farms were reassessed to see 
if they met the new requirements and those found lacking were ordered to improve the conditions for the 
animals inside their facilities or face suspension and possible closure. Her mother, a dedicated veterinarian 
who had participated in a few local rallies supporting the act, celebrated when the news came on TV. Myrna 
had celebrated with her happily, both overjoyed at the implications this would have for livestock production 
as a whole. 
 
Myrna walked past the pens, smiling at the cows that mooed and shuffled against the straw-covered floor. 
They’d been corralled in a short while before she’d arrived, it appeared, by a group of wearied-looking men 
standing off to the side with their thumbs stuck into the pockets of their faded jeans. Stopping at the first 
pen, she bent down a little until she was eye-to-eye with the cow in front of her. “Hey there, cutie,” she said, 
grinning. “How are you doing?” 
 
Taking out the vaccination syringe clipped to her belt, she scanned the cow using the lens fixed above the 
injection needle. A loading icon briefly appeared on the miniscreen on the back of her syringe before a holo 
readout came up, projecting the code A001. It never failed to impress her how fast diagnostics technology in 
this field had changed. Now, they could scan livestock with genetic records in the farm’s archives, and if an 
animal had been recorded, its designated code would manifest just like that. Much easier than tagging them, 
anyways.  
 
Having verified what she needed to know about the animal, she stepped forward and placed a hand on the 
cow’s neck, rubbing in gentle circular motions. “Shhh,” she murmured. “This will hurt a little, but I’ll get it 
over with as soon as I can.” She could feel the workings of the cow’s neck underneath its skin and fur, warm 
to her touch. Very quickly, she pressed the syringe to the cow’s side and pulled on the trigger, injecting it 
with the vaccine. Instantly, it bleated in alarm, but she kept patting it and murmured words of reassurance. 
Sure enough, it quieted down once the shock of the injection had worn off and she moved on to the next 
unit. 
 
Moving from pen to pen, row to row, she performed her vaccinations with a prim sense of efficiency, a quiet 
sense of rightness about her job. Her mother had loved caring for animals and had taken that passion with 
her to her work every day for almost thirty years. A decade and a half’s worth of that time had been spent 
with Myrna from a young age, as she went to her mother’s workplace often and saw the sick, injured animals 
that came in to be inspected.  
 
She felt a pang of something sharp as she looked at the unit called B010, blinking sleepily at her through its 
dark eyes. To meet the demands of a steadily growing population that was showing no signs of stopping,    
alternative methods of food production needed to be researched and developed. The planet was nearing a 
precipice of sorts, where its natural capacity to support the burgeoning life on its surface was starting to 
wane. Thus, livestock production had to be optimized. A variety of factors required accounting for: the           
evolution of diseases and increasing levels of antibiotic resistance, more cost-efficient means of producing 
healthier and meatier animals, and being able to provide plenty in a world running down towards nothing. 
 

Continued... 
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There was no bad blood between her and Ulysses and Brigette. On the contrary, she respected both              
geneticists for their expertise in their field. Sometimes, though, it was just hard to imagine the truth, laid out 
before her as it was. That this sprawling, million-dollar facility was home to numerous clones, bred for even 
more specific purposes than their predecessors. Where the industry was forced to concede powers on              
certain fronts, it made sure that others were placed more securely under its control. 
 
A handful of genetic blueprints copied over and over again were housed here, roamed the fields of Suttmer, 
waited patiently to be fed, and were butchered just as blithely as they were cared for. She scanned B020, 
B035, B042, and found little differences between them. The markings on their fur, brown as cocoa powder, 
were arranged neatly, almost picturesque, like dolls. She recalled an old playset she’d owned featuring a 
quaint red farm out in the country. How she had so loved moving the farm animal toys here and there.           
Plastic cows grazed in loose circles, perfectly content and unaware of anything else but the lives they had 
lived for so long.  
 
B099 waited, shifting forward inside the pen. She wondered what it thought of. Motherless, did it even know 
the concept of a mother at all? Might it have observed, some time in the past, a mother cow tending to her 
calves, and wished that affection? A web of steel formed half of its sky, but it must have yearned for the       
other blue half during its time here. It still dreamed, still breathed.  
 
Myrna knew, suddenly, that she must protect them. That she must protect all of them, as best she could. 
Patting B099, speaking softly, she said, “Don’t worry. It’ll be over soon. I promise.” 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

1st Place Slogan Entry— Janae Swanson 

Shh…don’t interupt… 

don’t interfere, 

 THE FUTURE               PROB-

LEM SOLVERS ARE HERE! 
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Second Place Senior Division 

Swathi Komarivelli 

International Academy East 

Coach: Rahi Patel 

 
 

Mendes 
 
 

In a period of time where Mendes ruled over all farmers, Anne had managed to escape. Her fellow farmers 
were all under the powerful beast that was Mendes, working like slogs without reaping any of the benefits 
that they used to. Even the ones that had tried to escape, even they had been caught by Mendes. As Anne 
gazed at the rows of corn that had grown in her own field, she thought about how promising Mendes 
seemed at the beginning. They had come out with a new seed to produce corn that wouldn’t make the plant 
vulnerable to insects, but at the same time wouldn’t be filled with pesticides. They genetically modified these 
seeds. Anne remembered how angry her father had been, calling this company a disgrace to the human race, 
taking the power of God in their own hands.  
 
Anne abruptly snapped out of her daydream and checked her watch. 5:30. “Oh no,” she muttered. She 
scrambled quickly to her car, changing back from her flats to her heels and stepping on the gas as she raced 
out of the farm back to her house. “Oh no no no no” she continued to mutter. If her husband found out, this 
would be it. She would be ruined. She broke about 17 traffic rules as she raced back home, running through 
all the possible excuses she could use to explain why she was late to Michael.  
 
Anne pulled into her driveway and ran inside, hoping Michael wouldn’t be home. She’d been sloppy recently, 
and she knew he was catching on to something happening, and she was forgetting who exactly he was. She 
took off her shoes and walked into the house like nothing had been happening earlier. “Hey, sweetie,” he 
said, his ice blue eyes unsmiling. Anne should’ve known it was over from this moment, but she trudged on 
courageously.  
 
She smiled nervously. “Hi.” 
“I brought someone over from work for dinner tonight. I hope you don’t mind?”  
Anne smiled obligingly, “Why would I mind?” 
 
She ran upstairs to change quickly before his guest arrived. The catering arrived within  
20 minutes and Anne started plating the food and setting it for the mystery guest. As Michael came down, 
adjusting his tie, he looked at Anne like a wounded puppy, “Can you tie my tie? I don’t know how I                  
completely forgot.” 
 
 Anne knew this was a lie. Michael had grown up in a working class family, and learned how to act and 
look professional from the time he was 5. She knew he knew about something, but she couldn’t assume that 
he knew about the farm. But she couldn’t do anything at this point and she just tied the tie, pretending she 
always did this.  
 
 
 

Continued... 
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The doorbell rang, and Anne pressed the intercom. “Samantha, could you get the door and let our guests in 
please? Thank you.”As Anne and Michael stood in front of the dining room area, they both stood in silence.  
 
Anne’s heart started beating quickly and she started sweating, unable to control herself.  
The mystery guest walked in, and lo and behold, it was Michael’s boss, having the same icy cold blue eyes as 
Michael, and as Anne watched him sit down, she realized that he was essentially what Michael would look 
like in about 20 years. He was a father figure to Michael, in an almost gruesome sort of way.  
 
Michael sat, and smiled with admiration at Blake as Anne sat, feeling more nervous than other.  
Now that they were all seated, they ate dinner cautiously but pleasantly, and Anne talked about how             
pleasant Blake’s wife’s last soiree had been. The caviar had been simply delectable this time around. After 
Anne was done telling her story, it was silence for quite a while.  
 
“Anne, have you ever seen Mendes?” Blake spoke into the silence while wiping his mouth with the napkin.  
“No, I don’t believe I have, Blake” Anne said, smiling. She felt as if she was going to throw up and she knew 
the men could tell she was nervous. 
“Now that you mention it, Blake, I don’t think she has. Maybe we could take you on a tour. Would you like 
that Anne?” 
 
Anne couldn’t back out. If she said no, it would seem suspicious. She simply did what she always did when in 
trouble. She smiled at Michael. “Sure. Let me just go change into something nicer.” Anne had full intentions 
to climb out of the laundry chute in their room. 
 
“Oh, no, Anne. That dress is beautiful on you. There’s no need for you to change,” Blake replied, observing 
Anne.  
“Of course.” Anne gulped.  

--- 
 
As the limo pulled up to the Mendes headquarters in California, Anne waited for Michael to open her door as 
he always had. She refused to make eye contact with Blake or Michael as she knew that if she took one look 
at them, she would truly know her fate and know that she had no escape.  
 
As Blake entered from the front, he was in the front, and Anne was continuously searching for possible            
escape routes. She realized that they had carefully planned this so that no matter which way she ran, she 
would have about 10 seconds before someone caught her. As they were walking to what Anne assumed what 
she thought was either Blake or Michael’s office, she noticed rooms with serial numbers “001XC67, 
0012WU89” Anne thought. “Wonder what’s in those rooms.” They finally came to a stop at an office with a 
wooden door. Blake pressed his thumb to the scanner and Anne watched as it measured his pulse. As they 
walked in Michael shut the door behind them. The room had glass walls and all around the room there were 
pictures of Blake with many farmers, shaking their hands. One in particular caught Anne by surprise. As Blake 
was shaking hands with a farmer, Anne recognized her old house in the background.  
 
She must have been staring at it for too long because Blake interrupted her thoughts. “Look familiar, Anne? I 
remember that picture very clearly. Would you like to hear the story behind it?” 
 
Anne gulped. 
 
 

Continued... 
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“The house behind that farmer belonged to another farmer. Except this one was very pesky. You know, Anne. 
After a while, all the farmers started to fall in line. They all started to use our seed. It was great. There was 
one farmer, however, that escaped our grasp. He was a tiny pest. Too bad he didn’t use that pesticide on 
himself.” Blake laughed at his own joke. 
 
“Wh-What are you trying to say? My past is different from what I am today.” Anne stuttered. 
“Cut it out, Anne. Not only is it illegal to have a garden with Mendes seeds and not pay the bill per seed, but 
you are the only one left. One is enough for a revolution.” Michael was turning red. 
 
“I don’t have any Mendes seeds in my field. I stand by that. I also don’t wish to cause any trouble.” 
Blake grinned. “If you’re so sure, Anne, do you mind if we take a trip down to this little field? If there’s no sign 
of any seeds from Mendes, we promise to leave your field is. But if there’s even one seedling, you’re going to 
jail.” 
 
Michael answered for Anne. “She’ll take it.” 
Anne glared at Michael.  
 
Blake took out his cellphone and made a call, “Hi, yes. I’ll need you to do a spray. Yes, over the field we were 
talking about earlier. Quickly, please. Thank you.” 
Anne gasped. “How is that fair? You’re spraying my field!” 
Blake smirked. “I never said I was spraying your field. Would you like to submit to arrest?” 
Anne looked towards Michael. “Michael? Is this it then?” 
 
Michael looked out towards the sun setting.  
 
Blake pressed an intercom and called some woman to the office. 
 
A police officer walked in and put Anne in handcuffs, “You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say 
can and will be held against you in a court of law. You have the right to an attorney...” 
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2nd Place Cover Design— Michael McKeown 
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Third Place Senior Division 

Zayan Khan 

International Academy East 

Coach: Rahi Patel 

 

Robot 
 
 

     The day begins with the commemoration of the Pangea, which is similar to the United  
Nations, but with continents and seven leaders of the world. Within the Pangea, there is a  
sub-group called AZI (Automated Zymogenic Institute). Their role is to find solutions to better  
mankind. For our North American region, our leader is a Muslim named  Mohammed Farrukh. 
Mohammed serves the American people, to defend the Nation, to protect vital national interests, and to  
fulfill national military responsibilities. Our mission is enduring:  to provide necessary forces and capabilities 
to the Combatant Commanders in support of the National Security and Defense Strategies. While Pangea 
are ensuring the safety of Americans all over the world, the Blitz Alpha (Western Hemisphere) and Blitz Beta 
(Eastern Hemisphere) are both terrorist organizations consisting of people of all nationalities who disagree 
with the formation of the Pangea. To rid the world of terrorist groups from destroying American soil, AZI 
created the ROBOT (Repository Optical Binary Output Technology), which was used to carnage the Blitz          
Alpha. The ROBOT evoked defeating the terrorists around the world and succeeded in  
eliminating the Blitz Alpha on the Western Hemisphere.  
 

The incipient mission is accomplished.  
 
Furthermore, the Blitz Beta on the East Hemisphere goes incognito.  The Blitz Beta hire a  
programmer to battle the ROBOT.  Originally, this programmer assisted in developing the  
ROBOT. A hacker named Herschel, who was a spy for the Blitz Beta, comes along and modifies the coding in 
the C++ language of the ROBOTs, and it goes vehemently wrong. The ROBOT is now the militarized force of 
peace. It’s harming people who do even little things, and whomever is perceived as a threat are massacred. 
The following week, the ROBOT has killed the Blitz Hacker, and has eradicated every Blitz member on the 
Earth. All dominant government officials has been propelled into prison and those who are invaluable, such 
as the creator of the ROBOTs, have also been propelled into prison. As an Indian inventor, Gerald Patel was 
the creator of this device, and was awarded the patent for the first programmable humanoid militaristic         
device.  Approximately $5 million dollars was spent by the government to develop the first ROBOT.  That 
money has now turned to improvidence.  
 
After the government became militarized, the people began to disagree and rebel against 

the ROBOTs and their efforts to purge the world of its impurities. Revolts broke out and individuals and 
groups were rebelling all over the world. Then came the creation of the Archangels, named after the angelic 
warriors of God. A group dedicated to restoring order and justice to the Pangea. Throughout North America, 
the Archangels were leading revolts against the ROBOTs, having incredulous battles of man versus machine. 
There were plenty of casualties throughout the Americas on both sides of the battle.  Although the machines 
could be replaced, the numbers of the Archangels were decreasing each and every day. After viewing the 
victorious battles of the Archangels, the Blitz Beta decided to rise out of the ashes like a Phoenix, and come 
and join the fight against the ROBOTs. After the creation of the union between the Archangels and the Blitz 
Beta, their numbers grew to ten times their original size.  

Continued... 
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On the surface, it seemed as though the Blitz Beta were part of the cause, but there was a more deeper, 
darker, underlying plan for the future.   
 

Three months later; after a time of precisionist planning and executing, Gerald Patel manages to egress from 
the grasps of the ROBOTs. He executes this task by observing the shift changes and charging times of the  
ROBOTs, and plans his escape through the sewage pipe during the dead of night. He succeeds, and contacts a 
friend by walkie talkie.  The walkie talkie was seized from a ROBOT by Gerald prior to his escape from prison.  
Gerald’s friend Kwah Song Lee was parked and waiting for Gerald to exit from the sewage pipe. Later, Gerald 
is taken to the headquarters of the rebel group, where he discovers that Kwah Song Lee is one of the major 
Admirals of the Archangels. Throughout the time that Gerald spent with the Admiral and the Blitz Beta, he 
reveals that the core processing unit of the ROBOTs is located in an underground facility known as the 
BRAIN, which is a mile from the Mariana trench. Gerald once again concedes that he has put a glitch in the 
software of the ROBOTs, which is when they hear the song “DIES IRAE,” they will be completely extinguished. 
Then, they will play the song after they take over the abandoned factory where the Brain is locate. The          
Archangels will then detonate acquired C4 inside the factory to prevent the ROBOTs from ever being             
resurrected again. The Angels plan to execute this plan to the maximum, and enter the abandoned factory.  
 
Consequently, this all goes to hell. Another war breaks out between man and machine. Men are being killed 
and Machines are being hacked. Meanwhile, Gerald Patel, and other members of the Archangels infiltrate 
the base through the underground tunnels, which pass right through the Cerebellum (A sub-section) of the 
Brain. Finally, they manage to erupt an explosive in the wall, which is complementary to the mainframe, and 
plug in their phantom keystroker into the machine. The instant impact was made between the keyhole and 
the key, “DIES IRAE” by  
 
Mozart had begun to play on loudspeakers throughout the world. From the mainframe to major generating 
factories, “DIES IRAE” was now the voice of the universe. 
 
In a heartbeat, the ROBOTs dropped to the ground, with an inanimate phenotype. The Archangels had won. 
It was all over. Minutes after the song ended, there was a large explosion inside the BRAIN. Gerald and other 
Archangels faded into obscurity. 
 
The Doomsday Clock of the Bulletin of the Atomic Engineers is at 5 minutes to midnight as I write this, but 
my own optimism tells me that Man is closer to the beginning that to the end of his days.  The first fair day of 
history will be followed by another, and yet another before the weather begins to turn, and 20,000 years 
from now, who knows where we will be? 

 
If I could see that day, so short a time and yet so far, I’m sure there would be this: an immortal sitting             
somewhere, waiting for doomsday, and doomsday not yet ready to come. 
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3rd place Cover Design—  Lexa Jones  
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First Place Middle Division 

Renuka Murthi 

Troy High School 

Coach: Krishna Roy 
 

 

Cloneslavement 
 

 
The rows of magnetic latches began to dislodge from the capsules that contained them, clicking in a rippling cascade 

that made Katie jolt into reality.  
 

She dove into action, minimizing the holographic projections of court case updates in front of her with swift gestures 
of her hand. Though her Host Family had given her the privilege of immersing herself in any online content her HoloPad was 
capable of legally accessing, they were never tolerant with her rebelling against her role in the family—her obsession with the 
progress of Clones’ Rights, the controversial topic that had recently swept the nation, would not be met with enthusiasm from 
Kate and her traditionalist American family.  
 

The metal door to Katie’s room lurched open just as she tucked the device under her comforter. Her eyes were greeted 
with the sight of Kate, her naturally-conceived twin, whose green eyes were riddled with glints of malice. Sauntering towards 
the bed, Kate adjusted her evening dress, her lips pulling into a glossy smirk.  
 

“I need you to do something for me, DupliKate,” she sneered, chuckling as Katie grimaced at the familiar jibe. Kate 
and her parents had begun calling her that at the tender age of three, getting accustomed to the social acceptability of           
mistreating clones. Never had they once agreed to call her Katie, the name she had self-selected in the hopes of embracing 
individuality. Katie glared at her biological equivalent, revolted by the fact that her entire existence had been spawned from 
Kate’s genetic material.  
 

When Kate drew the silvery stick out of her nano-compressible DigiPack, a commodity all high schoolers possessed, 
Katie felt her pupils dilate in alarm. It was a Submit-Stick, a device all honors students had been required to complete their 
assignments in after the MindMerge scandal of 2045—over thirty thousand high schoolers across the nation had been                
plagiarizing each other’s intellectual content within an unauthorized deep database, leading to the creation of a portable chip 
that cross-checked inputted assignments with every assignment that’d been completed on its subject. She tossed it to Katie 
carelessly.  
 

“I’m going out tonight, and my National Honors Essay is due...” Kate checked her watch. “Ah. Six hours from now. 
All the information you’ll need to do it is in the stick.”  
 

She made her way to the door, turning around one last time before departing for her usual Friday-night club. “If I 
check that it hasn’t been submitted by then, well... it’d be a shame if something were to happen to me. I could overdose on 
something, go into a coma... I’d need to be saved by my medical insurance,” she threatened smugly, whirling around and  
striding out the doorway. 
 

***  
 

It didn’t take long for Katie to register what she’d meant. Sixteen years ago in 2037, Kate’s parents had sent Kate’s 
prenatal DNA to KloneStar, a company that had recently patented an elaborate human-cloning system. KloneStar had provided 
thousands of American parents with the service of cloning their children as a form of medical insurance—in the event of a 
health complication, the child’s “Klone” was a treasure trove of medical resources, including perfectly compatible cells and 
organs ready for immediate transplantation. Katie was an expendable pawn in Kate’s life, and Kate often exploited her by 
threatening to harm herself. Perhaps the release of the World Intellectual Property Organization’s Biopatent Act was to blame 
for the inhumane  
treatment Katie received day by day—in the hopes of propelling worldwide scientific advancements, the WIPO had declared 
that “any unnaturally-conceived biological entity is patentable, and can be classified as the intellectual property of its creator 
as well as an expendable asset of its biological source of origination.” Katie was nothing more than a patented creation of         
science with no human rights—and she’d continue to be one, unless the Biopatent Act were to be overridden in the future. 
 

Continued... 
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Leaning back against the headboard of her bed, Katie angrily thrust the Submit-Stick into her HoloPad. A list of    
instructions was immediately projected into the air, detailing the topic of the essay Kate needed to submit to satisfy her    
Honors student credits. Write an essay on your stance on whether clones should be regarded as intellectual property or as   
humans.  
 

The words struck Katie like a bolt of lightning, her veins surging with an electrifying glee she’d never experienced 
before. Kate had just given her a potential golden ticket to freedom; if the essay was written well enough, it’d be published in 
countless academic journals and sweep the nation, serving as an extra weapon in the arsenal against Anti-Clones’ Rights        
politicians and activists. Resting the HoloPad on her lap, she cracked her knuckles with satisfaction before setting to work, 
channeling every ounce of anger, passion, and vigor within her into the 100-kilobyte document. Her fingers raced faster than 
her heart, faster than the time that seemed to soar by as she wrote. 
 

The moment she’d clicked “submit” three hours later had been the most euphoric moment of her entire life. 
 

***  
 

The week after that, good news had reached Kate and her family, rapidly spreading to strangers and acquaintances 
alike. Kate’s essay had received a score of an astounding 4999/5000 points, the highest-scored National Honors Essay in       
history. Being showered with nationwide accolade and collegiate praise wasn’t good enough for Kate, though—naturally, she 
felt the need to morph the situation into an excuse to throw a house party. 
 

Music with obscene lyrics blared throughout the entire house. Katie sat in a small armchair near the punch bowl, 
watching Kate guffaw hysterically in a crowd of her equally-obnoxious friends. “Kate’s” essay was to be published in two 
hours, after going through the standard Intellectual Integrity Verification Process that every publicly-released innovative          
creation went through in the United States. Rumors will be flying around when everyone actually reads it, Katie thought to 
herself with amusement. Kate will have a hard time explaining why she’s so supportive of Clones’ Rights, being the owner of 
one herself. She’ll have no choice but to support my legal emancipation if she wants to steer clear of suspicion. It’ll be the 
beginning of a domino effect.  
 

Her thoughts were brutally interrupted by a slosh of sparkling liquid splattering all over her white top, staining it with 
blotchy purple dots. A young man with lemon-yellow hair had stumbled in front of Katie and spilled his vodka. Flinching in 
disgust, Katie rose from her seat, her repulsion skyrocketing at the sight of dozens of drunk teens trashing the scene. In the 
center of the commotion was Kate, her red lipstick smeared along the crevices of her mouth, who was swaying back and forth 
while chugging down beer after beer. Rolling her eyes, Katie reached for a napkin, about to leave— just before she noticed 
her twin acting stranger than usual.  
 

Kate was spinning around in disoriented circles, her intoxication consuming any sense left in her as her high-pitched 
giggles rose above the music. She began to twirl faster, making even her drunk friends back away in alarm. Katie froze,         
feeling microseconds tick by in the terrifying anticipation of the disaster that was about to follow. The next five seconds of 
Katie’s life were a blur: Kate waltzed out of the crowd’s center, stumbling over the third-floor balcony ledge and toppling 
down into the merciless blackness of the Friday night. 
 

***  
 

Tears continued to stream down Katie’s face twelve hours later as she sat in the stool next to the surgical chamber’s 
entrance, reading over the medical report for the seventeenth time. Kate’s fall had resulted in several critical spinal injuries 
and mangled limbs damaged beyond repair. In addition to those, her excessive drinking had led to her developing liver          
inflammation. Gripping the paper tightly, Katie stiffened, paralyzed by the fact that she—the expendable clone—was now 
going to lose her liver, several appendages, and her life for the sake of Kate’s survival.  
 

Of course, Kate would be facing criminal charges against underage drinking and fraudulent intellectual fabrication 
after her health was fully restored. The Intellectual Integrity Verification Process, much to Katie’s bewilderment, had               
unearthed the fact that Kate hadn’t written the award-winning paper at all—perhaps the Submit-Stick had recorded Katie’s 
fingerprints while she had typed it up. After the scandal had been revealed to the public, KloneStar had stepped in immediate-
ly, refusing to allow the paper to be published on the grounds that it was their legal intellectual property—after all, their            
patented creation had written it, making it an indirect byproduct of their innovation. Katie’s hopes of freeing clones across the 
nation had been murdered by the sciolism and ignorance of those that would be corporately and medically handicapped as a 
result of them.  
 

Heaving a final sigh, Katie set the paper down and stood up. The rows of magnetic latches on the door to the chamber 
began to dislodge from the capsules that contained them, clicking in a rippling cascade that numbed Katie’s senses and 
blurred the world around her.  
 
Her existence was about to become all the more futile. 
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Second Place Middle Division 

Luke Koski 

Holy Family Regional School 

Coach: Mary Nowak 

 

The Power of a Chip 
 
 

Buzz, buzz! 
 Buzz, buzz! 
 Samarius DiFabio’s Microchip XQ500 gently awoke him from his sleep.  The microchip, embedded in 
his wrist, sent alerts to him through his nervous system.  Due to his societal status, Samarius had the privilege 
of affording the latest technological chip system.  The device worked with Samarius’ anatomy to send alerts, 
view society’s beloved social media sites, and do much more.  Due to the expansion of social media over the 
last fifty years, sending text messages, communicating through emails, and using telephones were outdated 
types of communication and were no longer used.  Though Samarius rarely physically visited with his immedi-
ate family, they often video chatted and shared many virtual tours and vacations.  He was very grateful for his 
privileged life but often felt a sense of loneliness.   
 As Samarius awoke, a monotone male voice stated, “Good morning, Samarius.  You have 295 new 
likes and 571 unread comments from 11:25 P.M.  Please respond to Officer 519 for today’s schedule.”   

Positive scanning by the iris identifier 600Z started Samarius’ neon Aera vehicle.  Automated driving 
allowed for Samarius to begin posting on Flashpost101, the central social media platform of 2062.   
 Samarius took his job as a Persuasion Officer for the government and for Flashpost101 very seriously.  
He enjoyed the challenge of persuading people who were not active on Flashpost101 to become more active 
and encouraged them about the positive influence of Flashpost101 on society via posting comments.  His 
persistent personality and inquisitive mind made a great combination for attaining employment goals.  He 
was recently awarded as the top officer in his position and won a virtual trip to Claude Monet’s Gardens!  
 After checking into his office for work with the Iris Identifier 600Z and the Sony Fingerprint Scanner 
2.0, Samarius was granted entry into his personal office.  Strangely, he felt that something was different that 
day.  However, he quickly pushed the thought aside and continued on.  After successfully notifying and             
persuading 500+ Flashpost101 clients, Samarius was perplexed by a single client who continually declined all 
Flashpost101 notifications and comments.  With an alias name of Hank Smith, the client refused to register 
his Microchip to his Flashpost101 account and log in.   Therefore, the unknown client’s account remained 
completely blank, with no posts, friends, likes, or even comments.  Because the unknown client had not 
joined Flashpost101, his compound’s location was not disclosed to the public.  Samarius would have to             
personally and physically find him.  Though this was a rare occurrence, Samarius was persistent in locating 
this client.    
 After much research, the microchip information for Alias Hank Smith was revealed by the                        
investigative offices.   Hank Smith was linked to a small compound near Samarius’ office.   
 Upon arriving at the compound, Samarius knocked on the door.  After a lengthy amount of time, the 
door slowly opened, revealing a pale, small, elderly man.   
 Awkwardly, Samarius introduced himself and revealed his reason for physical visitation. The man    
welcomed Samarius into his small, eclectic compound full of antiques of every kind.  Samarius was amazed by 
the huge variety of miniature automobiles, trains, old fashioned telephones, cellular phones, tablets, and so 
much more.  His eyes could not stop scanning the compound.    
 

Continued... 
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The old man offered Samarius a seat and patiently listened to his positive thoughts on the impact of 
social media on society.  The old man then shared his views and reasons for not corresponding with the   
government’s wishes.   
 The old man told Samarius about how wonderful life had been when he was a boy.  Instead of only 
“commenting” on friends’ social media posts, he had the chance to actually see and enjoy his friends in          
person.  Instead of being tutored on Schoolbuzz7, a blog for the required schooling of all young people, he 
was physically taught at a school by real teachers, with other pupils.  He had the freedom to choose whether 
to use social media.  The old man spoke on and on, and Samarius was amazed by the freedom and clarity of 
life without forced social media usage and found himself at a loss for words.  
 Samarius’ meeting with the old man went well over the office’s allotted time, and his microchip was 
buzzing incessantly to return for his other clients.   Breaking office policy and protocol, Samarius requested 
future meetings with the old man.   

Each meeting was less successful for Samarius.  He was making little progress in convincing the old 
man of how wonderful life was with Flashpost101.  It seemed roles were being reversed. Samarius found 
himself reducing his Flashpost101 usage, trying rather to physically meet people.   
 At the end of their third meeting, the old man tearfully confided, “Samarius, you must know the 
truth.  My real name is Joseph Allen.”   
 For a moment, Samarius just stared at the old man, shocked and amazed.  He was finally able to 
muster a quiet “thank you” before rushing out of the compound.   
 That night, Samarius decided to take a trip to the national archive building.  Being a high-class citizen 
and a government employee, he was legally able to access personal information on citizens.  After signing in 
with the customary fingerprint scan and iris identifier, Samarius scanned the long digital lists for a file on  
Joseph Allen.  The name sounded oddly familiar to Samarius.   

Finally, Samarius found a regularly sized digital file, titled “Joseph Allen: a Mystery”.  The typed font 
was ancient, one that was discontinued over twenty years prior.  However, the usual information given in 
archive files was all present.  Samarius scanned through reports of Joseph’s marriage, children, grandchil-
dren, refusal to register Flashpost101 account, and unknown current status.  The file even listed the fact that 
Samarius was Joseph’s Persuasion Officer.   

The first time Samarius read through the file, it seemed that there was nothing apparent.  However, 
after reading further, Samarius found what he was looking for.  Under the list of children, Samarius saw his 
mother’s maiden name, and under the list of grandchildren, Samarius read his own name.   

Suddenly, memories of Samarius’ childhood flooded through his mind.  He remembered having           
loving, kind grandparents that visited often.  Then, a memory of his grandmother’s death overshadowed the 
others.  He couldn’t remember seeing his grandfather after the tragic death and funeral.  Samarius’ parents 
had told him that his grandfather had passed away less than a year after his grandmother.  Samarius had 
been suspicious, as there was no funeral, no mourning.  Now, Samarius knew the truth.   

Samarius now had a new mission in life – to reconnect with, “Hank Smith,”  his long lost grandfather 
who had so much more to teach him.   
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Third Place Middle Division 

Sara Brooks 

Millennium Middle School 

Coach: Doug Host 
 

The Fight of the Mindful 

 
File status: encrypted 
Begin message:   

Jan 17, 2067 
Milo. L. Gerard 

Age: 19 
ID code: 1957632 

Status: Worker 

They better not be able to find this. Okay, here it goes. They don’t even have windows in their 
homes anymore. One of the buildings I work for was updated earlier this week. Screens that 

display the “outside conditions” replace them. The Mindless don’t leave their homes. Food is 
delivered straight to their doors, and they have a steady supply of work to do coming from 

their computers and HDDs. We workers keep the place going, keep electricity and water          
running, repairing and updating things as they crumble. We’re the ones that really keep their 

high and mighty society high and mighty.  

The Mindless don’t really “go to work” they sit in their homes, never really taking time for 
themselves, too invested in their jobs to care about the outside world. Most countries now 

have workers in all different places working together via computer translators.  

I direct messages too. I can’t count how many messages I’ve had to forward telling employees 
how “vital” they are to the company. They're doing busy work most of the time. I’ve seen 

them, tapping away on those digital screens, thinking they’re saving the world from danger, 
but really, they’re just filing documents for their higher-ups, and their higher-ups are doing 

the same. 

Everything today is made by machine, no human input. “Humans make errors” they say. 
They’re right, humans do make errors. That doesn’t mean you should just take people out of 
the equation. They’re stealing people's jobs and giving them to machines. Restaurants don’t 

have cooks, auto mechanics are just computers that scan for problems, and doctors are      
machines too.  

 

 

Continued... 
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My grandfather was an auto mechanic, he was the last one in the country, some people loved 
him for holding out for so long, but others thought him a fool for not submitting to the        

machines. He died before they could finally kick him out of his job, but my father was forced 
to become a general worker. He wasn’t trained to do anything else, and he wouldn’t live the 
life of a Mindless. The general worker trend carried down in the family. My grandfather told 

me stories of life when he was younger, about how all of this started with countries             
outsourcing work, so things were cheaper. It eventually got to the point where machines were 

more useful than people. We still outsource, but not to people, to machines that are better, 
faster. 

Schools are different too. We’re taught on computers, at least the Mindless kids are. I went 
with my father wherever he went learning from him. “We aren’t Mindless,” he always said, 

steering me away from the Mindless kids in their white playsuits all the same. I always 
thought that as the inventor and tinkerer he was he’d want to join the hierarchy.  

I had friends when I was little, the sons and daughters of other workers. We tended to band 
together in the fight for people to have “real” jobs as our parents called them. “Sitting in front 

of a screen all day is not a real job,” I remember a friend of mines mom saying.  

I’ll always remember my grandfather calling it a dying cause. “There aren’t many of us           
workers left; they’re constantly building new machines to take over our jobs. We don’t have 
anything else we can do. Most of the workers don’t have enough education with computers 
to be a Mindless, using programs, and the latest hardware. It’s a dying cause us workers are 

fighting for, fighting for something the Mindless majority don’t see.” 

My grandfather left a legacy behind, workers who knew the truth of the situation. We’re          
important, but not important enough. They don’t realize how imperative we are to their       

operation. As much as I despise the Mindless, I don’t want everything in this world to fall. If 
only I could convince them of what we workers believe. We’re the Mindful.    

 
File status: hidden 
Begin message:   

Jan 25, 2069 
Odessa. V. Loriane 

Age: 14 
ID code: 14864931 

Status: Student 

Mum and Pop got the latest and greatest House Tech today. They barely leave their offices        
anymore, always working. They rely on the workers to do anything that doesn’t require a           

computer, which isn’t much.  

I’m going to school currently; I’m learning how to use all of the latest computers and software. 

Continued... 
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It’s mundane, spiritless. I sit in a starched white room staring at a black and white screen learn-
ing what buttons to press when, typing and copying meaningless numbers and sending docu-
ments to teachers. Then to go home to an equally dead house and be emailed by my parents 

to work on my programming. It’s as though they think working on a computer all day, every day 
is fun, and also my ‘dream job’. I don’t want that life; I don’t want to become them.  

 
Jan 26, 2069 

Odessa. V. Loriane 
Age: 14 

ID code: 14864931 
Status: Student 

I’ve heard a few of the whispers of the workers. They call us the Mindless. I stumbled on an   
encrypted document in the system earlier. I’ve been trying to break the code. 

 
Jan 29, 2069 

Odessa. V. Loriane 
Age: 14 

ID code: 14864931 
Status: Student 

I finally broke the code. It’s a document a worker wrote. I think he’s right, maybe if I could tell 
everyone what's happening they’ll try to stop it. My Pop is one of the people kicking workers 

out of their jobs. I’m pretty sure he helped to invent some of the machines that replace them 
too.  

There are a few people at school that are my “friends”. They’re so stuck in their parent's          
Mindlessness that they don’t think for themselves, sometimes I wonder if it’s an impossibility 

for them to use their own brains. At school I’m going to look up some more information. 
 

Feb 3, 2069 
Odessa. V. Loriane 

Age: 14 
ID code: 14864931 

Status: Student 

I was sent to the director today. Apparently trying to find information about the past is 
“verboten and contraband” but because I’ve never gotten in trouble before he’s “letting me off 

with a warning”. At least I got a bunch of files downloaded before I got caught.    

 

 

Continued... 
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Feb 4, 2069 
Odessa. V. Loriane 

Age: 14 
ID code: 14864931 

Status: Student 

I downloaded a bunch of old articles about the workers and Milo's grandfather. Seymour 
Gerard, Milo’s grandfather, and Q Gerard, Milo’s father. Their stories are incredible. Seymour 

Gerard came from a long line of farmers, but he rose to become the best, and last, auto      
mechanic in the country. Q Gerard fought to follow in his father's footsteps, he gave public 

speeches and protests to stop what the Mindless were doing at the time. What the Mindless 
were doing then can't even compare to now. 20 years ago, there were 5,300 workers, now 

there are maybe 500 worldwide. Everyone picked up a computer and holed up in their houses, 
just like my parents.  

 
Feb 5, 2069 

Odessa. V. Loriane 
Age: 14 

ID code: 14864931 
Status: Student 

I think I want to try and contact Milo about stopping the Mindless from entirely ruining           
society. I don’t think he’ll mind if he knows that I’m on his side. 

 
Feb 5, 2069 

Odessa. V. Loriane 
Age: 14 

ID code: 14864931 
Status: Student 

I did it. I sent Milo an e-card telling him that I found his encrypted file, and that I re-encrypted 
it back into the system so that no one else can find it. I also sent him a file with my thoughts 

about the workers and their struggle to keep their jobs. Maybe he’ll respond soon.  
 

Feb 7, 2069 
Odessa. V. Loriane 

Age: 14 
ID code: 14864931 

Status: Student 

He sent back an e-card today.  

 

Continued... 
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2nd Place Slogan Entry— Elayna Kash 

Odessa, I’m glad you agree with what I wrote a few years ago. I worry about you being too 
late. I don’t know how you will be able to stop what is happening, but with a mindful such as 
yourself on board I can only hope that the hierarchy will agree with some of your ideas. If we 
continue to communicate we will both get in trouble. I wish you all the best, -Milo. L. Gerard 

It almost seems like he’s given up. Too bad for the Mindless leaders, I’m not done. 
 

Michigan Future Problem 

Solvers are like the             

constellations,                          

they will lead the way. 
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First Place Junior Division 

Alec Dimovski 

Holy Family Regional School 

Coach: Mary Nowak 

 

Locked Away 
 
 

I never want to do that again, I thought.  I just finished my first show and hated it.  
“Let me out!” I screamed, but to this interesting species of animals it sounded like a loud roar.  
“Quiet Java!” shouted one of those two-legged, non-striped creatures.  That’s what they’re calling me now, 
“Java”.  I looked at the red, glowing beams around the border of my cage.  I have an idea, I’ll try to escape, I 
thought to myself.  I bet I can break through those red beams.  Just then I realized something, the glowing 
beams looked uncomfortably familiar.  I realized they were lasers, similar to the Laser Whips used by the non
-stripes when whipping disobedient animals.  I can’t break through those.  They’ll burn me.  But I could be 
wrong…   
I got as far back in my cage as possible (which wasn’t very far), and started to sprint towards the lasers as fast 
as I could.  I missed my family and friends, I thought.  Where were they?  I’m only a few days old and I need 
them.  Then I crumpled onto the floor and started to sob.  Forgetting how slippery the floor was, I slid right 
into the lasers with my right paw out in front.  
“YOOOOOOW!” I screamed.  Several of the non-stripes rushed over.  My right paw was badly burned.  Two of 
the non-stripes got into a floating white van with a red cross painted on the side.  A third one hooked my 
cage to the van.  We then zoomed off to a white building.  That’s the last thing I remember before I passed 
out. 
 
                                        *                         *                        *                          * 
 
Several days later, I woke up in my cage, to find it zooming back towards the circus.  I looked down at my 
right paw.  Actually, I should say where my right paw used to be.  In my paw’s place was another paw that 
looked like it was made of metal.  
“What did you do to me?!” I screamed.  “Where is my paw?!” 
“Oh you finally woke up!” said a non-stripe.  She had long, blond fur on the top of her head, a crooked nose 
the color of her face, and no stripes.  She also had brown eyes and a caring smile.  
“Hey Jack!” exclaimed the non-stripe.  “Our little friend finally woke up!”  
“Huh?” said the second non-stripe.  “I was resting.  Oh!  Hi Java!”  This non-stripe had brown fur on his head, 
a round nose also the color of his face, green eyes, and the same caring smile as the first non-stripe, but this 
one had one shiny, gold tooth in his smile.  “Hey Suzie,” he said.  “He looks confused and probably doesn’t 
remember what happened to him.”  
“Oh right!  Sorry little buddy, but we don’t have time to explain.  We are here already!”  I wish I could have 
stayed in the van with them a little longer.  I can’t believe I actually found some nice, non-stripes!  I learned 
my lesson not to mess with lasers. 
            
                              *                         *                        *                          * 
 
 
 

Continued... 
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It is now the year 2091, 10 years since that incident, and I am only 1 of 375 tigers left on Earth.  My family is 
gone.  My friends are gone.  I have been whipped many times and the circus has been moving further and 
further away from my home.  My bionic paw feels very natural to me as I pace around my cage.  I think I am 
finally going insane.  Day after day, I’ve been wanting to escape from here, but there always seems to be a 
flaw in my plans, so I don’t go through with any of them. 
Now I’ve got a real good idea.  I can escape during the middle of a show.  That will be easy!  There is a show 
starting in five minutes.  I’m watching the non-stripes lead the other animals from their cages.  Then a      
non-stripe walks over to me.  
“Ok, Java.  I’m going to let you out as usual.  We can talk about the show as we are walking to the tent.”  He 
pressed a button to turn the lasers off.  I then leaped over him and sprinted towards a forest.  Then I felt the 
burn on my back.  It was a Laser Whip.  I’ve been whipped with normal whips many times before, but let me 
just say, a Laser Whip hurts three times as much as a normal whip.  I just kept on running. I dared to look 
back and saw a dozen angry non-stripes chasing me with Laser Whips.  One Laser Whip reached the back of 
my head.  I collapsed just a few yards away from the forest and blacked-out like I did 10 years earlier. 
 
                                        *                         *                        *                          * 
 
When I woke up, I was back in my cage, but something was different.  This isn’t my cage.  This is the Cage of 
Isolation, I thought to myself.  The non-stripes always put the disrespectful animals in the Cage of Isolation.  
It was far away from everything else.  This cage also has a double set of lasers guarding it.  I started pacing 
again thinking of a new plan.  I got it, I thought.  There is only one non-stripe during the midnight feeding 
shift.  He would not be able to place the food in here without first turning off the laser beams.  When he turns 
them off, that is when I will pounce on him so he cannot scream for help.  I will then sprint for the forest 
again.  That sounds like a simple and perfect plan!  I started bobbing my head unusually.  I better hurry      
because I am going insane, I thought. 
 
                                        *                         *                        *                          * 
 
It was now midnight and I was pretending to be asleep.  The non-stripe came out of the tent with lots of 
food.  He always fed the animal in the Cage of Isolation last.  The non-stripe finished feeding Sylvia the Lion 
and was walking over to Ellie the Elephant, just two cages away from me.  It’s almost time, I thought.  I 
looked over at the green forest across the field.  I imagined roaming the forest, free and happy.  Then the 
non-stripe approached my cage.  
“So Java, I see you are now in the Cage of Isolation as you deserve!” he exclaimed.  He started pressing 
buttons to disable the lasers.  “Don’t try to escape again.  There are security cameras watching your every 
move.”   
Now I wasn’t so sure of my plan, but I still had to try.  It was my only hope.  The lasers disappeared and I 
pounced on him at once.  Just then I heard the sound of a siren.  The non-stripes will be coming soon.  I need 
to get to the other side of this field before they get here, I thought.  I sprang as quickly as I could towards the 
forest.  Since the Cage of Isolation was so far from the tents and other cages, I was in the safety of the forest 
in no time at all.  I didn’t stop until I was deep inside the forest.  
“I’m free!  Yay I’m free!!  Oh yeah!  Uh-huh!”  I couldn’t help shouting.  I was just so happy that I started to 
cry!  
“You did it, Java!  Congratulations!” said a voice.  It was so clear and easy to understand, that it couldn’t 
have been a non-stripe.  Just then, I saw a glimpse of orange through the trees.  
“Who are you?”  I shouted.  A tiger jumped out of nowhere.  The glint of orange was gone.  That glint of   
orange must have been this tiger.  
 

Continued... 
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“Hey Java, don’t you remember me?” asked the tiger.  
 
“No,” I replied.  
 
“It’s me, Siri!” exclaimed the tiger.  I stared at her for a moment.  I couldn’t believe it.  Siri was my best 
friend in the circus when we were just cubs.  She managed to escape when we were just 1 year old.  She 
wanted to help me escape too, but she got stopped by the non-stripes and then slipped away.  I never saw 
her again, until today.  
 
“I can’t believe it’s you Siri!  How’d you get here?” I asked.  
 
“When I escaped, I started trailing the circus because I wanted to see if you would escape too.  You never 
noticed me because I needed to stay far from view of the non-stripes,” she said.  “Let’s talk about it while 
we walk.  You can tell me all about your right paw.” 
 
                                      *                         *                        *                          * 
 
I looked down at my new cubs that were born just 3 days ago.  Then at my wife, Siri.  It was the year 2096, 
five years since my escape from the circus.  I realized what a good life I now have.  8 cubs and a loving wife.  
“Daddy, can you tell us how you got that weird paw?” asked one of my cubs.  His brothers and sisters also 
wanted to hear the story, and surrounded me.  
 
“Go ahead honey, tell them,” said Siri.  
 
“Ok, then,” I said.  “I just finished my first show in the circus…” 
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Second Place Junior Division 

Benjamin Malysz 

Holy Family Regional School 

Coach: Mary Nowak 

 

Re-Building An Underwater Community 
 

My name is Steven Malachite, I live in an underwater colony, on the bottom of the ocean, off the coast of Japan. Where do we get 
our electricity for lights and other things all the way down here you ask? We get power from an underwater volcano that we have 
set special equipment on. I live in a pod bubble that looks like normal house on the inside but, looks like a clear bubble on the       
outside. I have a family of a wife and son.  Their names are Theodore and Julie Malachite. I am an electrical engineer and my wife is 
a teacher for the 5 kids that live here. I have such an important role in this colony that I have a whole bubble all to myself for           
working. It is filled with diodes, wires, and plugs. Along with my special gloves and tools.  

 

One day, I arrived into my private bubble when I noticed that something was amiss. All of the water temperature and electricity 
levels were all wrong. I wondered why they were all messed up. I thoroughly checked my instruments and found out that they 
were true. It was my duty to find out what was going on in the geothermal bubble. 

 

When I arrived at the geothermal bubble, the pad at the door said, “Warning Extreme Heat Beyond This Door!”  Like it 
always said but, this time it was throbbing red and had giant warning signs.   So I had to scan my security card to get into the            
bubble and then it leads into the special room with all the special geothermal suits. Once I got my gear on I was able to go into the 
main control room. I saw that the volcano was preparing to erupt. It was oozing lava all over the equipment. I knew there was no 
way I could stop it.  

I immediately left the geothermal bubble and went to the nearest communication pad. I made a video message that 
posted directly the main control center that shut the equipment down and blocked the doors to the geothermal bubble. Then I 
sent another message to the entire colony to evacuate using the escape bubbles. 

I raced back to my house bubble and gathered my family into the escape bubbles. But to save the colony a coworker 
and I would have to burst the geothermal bubble. In order to do that we would have to go out into the water and find the exhaust 
valve. That would allow water to clog up the volcano. Unfortunately, the colony would lose power and the reaction would destroy 
most of it. So we immediately went to the escape pod room got suits on and activated the control panels to launch the bubbles.  

My coworker and I climbed into the heat resistant sub and made our way to the geothermal bubble. All the meters and 
dials were in the red zone and the currents were changing at random. This meant the volcano was getting ready to erupt and we 
didn’t have much time. 

When we arrived at the geothermal bubble, I got out of the sub and headed toward the exhaust valve. Even in my suit 
the water felt very warm. I fought the current to get to the wheel and tried to turn it. It was stuck, some sulfur had gotten into the 
wheel. So I waved my friend to come help. Together the two of us got it loose and opened the valve.  

Almost immediately the reaction occurred. The water went cloudy with the steam and we knew we needed to get out 
of there . We swam back to the sub and headed to the surface. When we reached shore of Japan we gave word that most of the 
colony had caved in from the pressure changes. As we stood on the shore looking for the colony’s escape bubble remnants, we 
could see massive gas bubbles and pieces of rock bubbling up to the surface of the ocean.  The wreak of sulfur and chemicals           
permeated the air. I heard the shouts of people in the distance and ran towards folks gathered on the shore.  

I found my family and they were happy to see me safe. I called a meeting for all the colony members so we could plan 
the rebuild. Some folks opted to stay in Japan above sea level. But others had not faltered and wanted to go back. So a team of 
builders, engineers and citizens gathered in a local town hall. We discussed the current toxicity of the water, new sources for           
electricity, locations and necessary materials.  

 

 

Continued... 
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Looking at a topographical map we determined a new location 500 miles off the coast of Iwaki, Japan. The engineers 
began plans for new structures that would sit on the sea floor as domes. This would require a means to depressurize the domes as 
well as plenty of electricity to provide light at such depths. Saltwater being a natural conductor of electricity along with the natural 
force of the tides could be channeled into a central power station. Then the electricity that is stored could be distributed to the rest 
of the colony. 

Next we needed to figure out how to build the domes. Using technology similar to creating plastic water bottles,           
harnessed pressure would convert large oval disks into air filled domes.  Titanium pipes to withstand the water pressure would 
support them. 

We met with local distributors to get all the materials and began loading them onto our subs. While the woman and 
children stayed at the Hilton the team began construction efforts. 

After 18 months of construction and troubleshooting the new colony was finally ready. One at a time families began to 
make their decent down into the sea where we would gather together once again as a community of survivors.  

 

 

 

Continued... 
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Third Place Junior Division 

Arnav Shah 

Wass Elementary 

Coach: Carol Rexer 

 

The Unfinished Tale 

 

Tokyo, Japan, December 23, 2039  

The day has arrived.  My family and I will be moving to our rebuilt home after four whole years of waiting!  

We have been living in the shelter colonies made out of the leftover panels from our old, destroyed home. 

This shelter gave me some feeling of my old home, but it is not the same. I am excited to move into our new 

house because this place has many memories of our dog, Miki. We used to play fetch in our backyard. He 

was a mix of Shih Tzu and Otterhound, the very last dog with Shih Tzu blood and my best friend. 

“Do you remember anything about Miki, Daichi?” I asked my seven year old brother.  

 

“It was March 23, 2035. 

Dad, Mom, you and I came back home after going out for Sushi and the Hologram Theater to experience 

the new Star Wars on my 12th birthday. It was a quiet night; we all went to bed. I kept on feeling Miki’s 

shivering body. It was after midnight and I was very sleepy. As I stroked his back, he reached out and 

nosed my hand. Usually his nose felt wet and cool, but this time it was warm and damp. He was panting 

and his foggy breath hung in the air between us. Miki’s shivering became shaking. I remembered that Miki 

got nervous about one hour before a storm. I immediately searched for the sense-o-matic which would 

give an idea of what storm he was sensing.” 

“What is a sense-o-matic?” Daichi interrupted. 

“It is a device that you put on a dog and it will be able to tell us if a storm is coming,” I told Daichi.  

“I put the machine on Miki’s collar and the machine said, “Earthquake.” What? I thought to myself. The 
HoloTV should have turned on because it should have been breaking news. I yelled at the top of my lungs to 
wake you and Mom up and we ran outside. The ground started shaking. Pots and pans were clanging               
together inside the house. Miki was right, an earthquake was happening. Wait, where is Miki? I thought to 
myself. I looked back at the house and he was running back inside. I ran after him. He was inside barking at 
something.  

‘What’s wrong bo-’ I cut myself off. I just realized that you were inside. You couldn’t move because you fell 

down from your airboard and got stiches a week before. I carried you, and Miki was leading us outside. We 

finally got outside.” 

 

“All I remember is losing him in the tsunami,” Daichi said while he put his head down and started to shake. 

“What else happened?” 

Continued... 
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“Aww, he saved my life, what a brave dog!” Daichi exclaimed. “I wish I could have given him a hug.”  

“Yes, I agree. Then, all of a sudden, I heard, “Jishin! Jishin! Toridasu! Toridasu!” coming from the storm alert 

alarm inside the house. It means Earthquake! Earthquake! Get out! Get out!  Thud! Thud! The beautiful            

cherry trees were crashing to the ground. People were screaming with fear. After a few seconds, the shaking 

stopped. The earthquake was finally done. Most of our neighbors’ houses collapsed. Our house was still          

intact. There was lots of debris everywhere and our home was surrounded by roofs and panels.” 

“That sounds scary,” Daichi empathized. 

“It was. You were so scared that you kept crying. No matter what I tried to do to calm you down, nothing 

worked. Eventually Miki started playing with you and you stopped crying.  

Dad and I started checking our street to help other people and Miki was helping me by sensing if people were 

trapped. People were terrified to death. We were helping a neighbor that was trapped in the debris of his 

house. All of a sudden, Miki started barking very loudly and trying to pull me somewhere. I put the sense-o-

meter on Miki’s collar and it said “tsunami.” 

What? I shouted. Before I could sigh for relief, another horror followed. I should have known after an                

earthquake by the ocean there is a tsunami!  I was looking out at the ocean to see how large the waves were. 

They were getting bigger! I tugged the neighbor as quickly as I could. I jumped over the debris quickly to get 

you and Mom. Miki was yanking us inland to get to the hill. We were taking all the neighbors along with us. 

We all were running for our lives! The waves were getting closer and closer every second. Everyone was           

running over each other like mad bulls. We were very close to the hill. We were all trapped. Nobody could 

move. There was a huge ditch! A massive black wall of water, which was about ten stories high, was coming 

right towards us! It looked like five enormous monster waves combined. I couldn’t look any more. I was just 

too scared. 

I grabbed onto Miki and we huddled up together. Miki was in the middle of us. Suddenly, the humongous 

wave crashed onto us. It felt like I was in a giant washing machine getting tumbled around.  Then I slammed 

into the ground. I must have blacked out. The next thing I noticed was that I woke up and I was in really deep 

water. There was streams of light on the surface of the water. I started swimming in the cold water. It was 

really hard because fish kept on hitting me in the face. I took deep breaths because I was panting. I got 

pushed back into the water and I swam up again. Finally, I pulled myself onto a floating house panel.  

Uh-oh! I realized Miki was not with me. I couldn’t go back in the water, I would die. No! No!! Miiiiiiiiik-

kkkkkkkkkki! I was so angry at myself for losing him. I tried crying, but the tears wouldn’t come out. I did not 

know what to do without him. 

I noticed lots of buildings were gone and the city was flooded. It was like the whole city was dead. Everything 

was quiet except for the small waves crashing on the shore. 

I could see someone with long, black hair just like Mom’s so I went to check. I made my way through the         

debris towards you.  It was a miracle, you two were up on the roof. I was so relieved to see you.  

 

 

 Continued... 
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The Red Cross Rescue Team came with food and other items. Dad used a drone to find survivors and treated 

them. His 5 years in medical school definitely paid off! When we went to go see our house, there was only 

rubble! The only thing that we found intact was Miki’s bed. As soon as I saw it, I started tearing up and all 

the emotions involved with that day came out.  

The next day everyone from our city began building the shelter colonies. All of the kids would search for 

panels in the rubble or floating in the water. The adults would assemble them as best as they could with the 

help of ConstructBots, who had replaced construction workers since their work was becoming too                     

dangerous. But, when I was helping to search for panels, I couldn’t concentrate. Miki was the only thing I 

could think about. Miki would have helped.  I couldn’t believe what happened to him. My heart was broken. 

I didn’t know what to do without Miki. I was determined to find him. I didn’t know how to start looking for 

Miki so I glanced at the water in hopes of seeing anything that gave me a clue about where Miki is. I talked 

to the coast guard at the shelter. The coast guard said they could do the search only after they found the 

people who are missing from the tsunami. I tried using Dad’s drone to spot him on land. Then I remembered 

Miki has a smart collar on him which should tell us his location.  

 

“I still check the tracker every day.  Knowing he’s still alive gives me hope, and every day I wish to have 

Miki back or for someone to fix his microchip so that I can find him.” 

The shelter didn’t have any electronics that I could use to track him. I found a bunch of electronic modules in 

the debris so I built a tracker. It felt like it took forever to make it. As soon as I finished, I sent out a signal to 

see if Miki was still alive. I got a ping! Yes! Miki has a pulse! Miki is out there somewhere. I breathed out a 

sigh of relief. I’m so glad he’s okay. Now where could he be? I am getting the pings, but no location. I don’t 

know why. Maybe the smart collar microchip broke or got water-damaged.” 
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Scenario Writing 2015—2016 Semi-Finalists 

 

Junior 

Navya Abraham  Larson Middle School  Coach: Carol Rexer 

Molly Gunn   Armstrong Middle School Coach: Kathy Hill 

Evalina Lentini  Holy Family Regional School Coach: Mary Nowak 

Haley Makowski  Holy Family Regional School Coach: Mary Nowak 

Connor McGlynn  Holy Family Regional School Coach: Mary Nowak 

Calvin Parsell  Larson Middle School  Coach: Carol Rexer 

Anaya Pattabhi       Coach Sona Patil 

Emma Pienta  Holy Family Regional School Coach: Mary Nowak 

Rhea Sakhardane       Coach: Sona Patil 

Anaya Shah        Coach: Sona Patil 

 

Middle 

Megan Cao        Coach: Sona Patil 

Justin Esdale  Larson Middle School   Coach: Carol Rexer 

Shraddha Gatla       Coach: Sona Patil 

Shannon Higgins  Holy Family Regional School Coach: Mary Nowak 

Nadia Imam   Larson Middle School  Coach: Carol Rexer 

Libby Jackson  Larson Middle School   Coach: Carol Rexer 

Ava Kelsey   Armstrong Middle School Coach: Leann Wartella 

Anna Leonard  Shrine Academy   Coach: Mary Leonard 

Isabella Mikola  Millennium Middle School Coach: Doug Host 

Sejal Patil        Coach: Sona Patil 

Ariana Ramage  Millennium Middle School Coach: Doug Host 

Delanie Schreiber  Armstrong Middle School Coach: Leann Wartella 

Jolie Timm   Armstrong Middle School Coach: Leann Wartella 

 
Congratulations to all our semi-finalists and  

all our entrants in the Scenario Writing Competition! 
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